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ABSTRACT
The prognosis of advanced gastric cancer is poor, and the prognosis of late-stage gastric cancer with the expression of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER-2) is worse. Personalized therapy is based on the
specific situation of each patient to determine the best treatment plan. We diagnosed a 36-year-old patient with
a HER-2-producing adenocarcinoma of the gastric cardia accompanied by liver metastasis. Sixteen cycles of
chemotherapy were consecutively administered to the patient, starting with a three-drug combination, followed
by a two-drug combination, and finally a single drug as a chemotherapy regimen. During these treatments, the
molecular targeted drug trastuzumab was continuously administered. In the end, the patient experienced a complete response (CR). In clinical practice, advanced gastric cancer is not well controlled in certain patients, due to
inadequate first-line chemotherapy and its side-effects. If a patient enjoys a strong performance status (PS), we
emphasize the importance of molecular-targeted drugs combined with prolonged administration of chemotherapy.
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INTRODUCTION
The median overall survival (OS) time of patients with metastatic gastric cancer is only about
4 months [1]. Personalized therapy offers treatment
regimens based on molecular diagnosis, including
targeted therapy and individualized chemotherapy.
Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) is a transmembrane tyrosine kinase (TK) receptor
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optosis, migration, and adhesion. It is overexpressed
in around 15% to 20% of patients with gastroesophageal junction and primary gastric cancers[2, 3].
A phase Ⅲ gastric cancer clinical trial (ToGA trial)
showed that trastuzumab (Herceptin), as a humanized
monoclonal antibody against HER-2, could effectively prolong OS and progression-free survival (PFS)
in HER-2-positive advanced gastric carcinoma [4].
Many studies have suggested that many malignant
tumors including gastric cancer may be more aggressive due to high expression levels of HER-2 expression[5-7]. Another study showed trastuzumab combined
with chemotherapy to be effective for HER-2 positive advanced gastric cancer patients[8]. However, it is
extremely rare to achieve a complete response in the
first-line of treatment for metastatic advanced gastric
cancer. Our study describes a patient with HER-2+
specific gastric cancer accompanied by liver metasta-
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sis who was treated with personalized therapy based
targeted therapy and many cycles of individualized
chemotherapy. Written informed consent was obtained
from the patient.
Case report
A 36-year-old female patient was admitted to the
Huai'an Hospital Affiliated to Xuzhou Medical College (Huai'an, Jiangsu, China) on August 01, 2016
for the sensation of poststernal obstruction after eating. Endoscopic examination revealed a new growth
about 40 cm from the incisors, surface erosion and
blockage of the lumen (Fig.1A). The pathological biopsy indicated that it was an adenocarcinoma of the
gastric cardia. A computed tomography (CT) scan
showed the liver to be occupied in multiple positions
and accompanied by intrahepatic bile duct expansion (Fig.2A). Further liver biopsy pathology showed
hepatic adenocarcinoma and possible metastasis. The
liver tumors were immunohistochemically positive for
CK19, CK7, villin, and carcino-embryonic antigen
(CEA), and negative for CK20 and hepatocytes. These
observations were consistent with liver metastasis of
gastric adenocarcinoma. The patient was found to be
positive for HER-2 expression (HER-2/CEP17=5.42)
by FISH.
Due to the high level of HER-2 expression, we developed an individualized molecular targeted therapy
combined with chemotherapy for the patient. Treatment with the molecular targeted drug Herceptin
lasted a total of ten months (8 mg/kg d1, 6 mg/kg
q3w). Triple combination chemotherapy of docetaxel,
cisplatin, and 5-fluorouracil (DCF) is the standard
treatment regimen for unresectable advanced gastric
cancer in the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guide. Several modified schedules
(mDCFs) are widely used in clinical practice duo to
their relatively low levels of acute toxicity and are
considered viable as first-line chemotherapies for advanced gastric cancer[9-12]. Treatment with six courses
of mDCF chemotherapy was initiated (docetaxel 75
mg/m2 on day 1, oxaliplatin 100 mg/m2 on day 1 and
S-1 80 mg/m2 on days 1-14 every 3 weeks). The first
evaluation of the efficacy of the therapeutic schedule
took place after the patient had undergone two courses
of mDCF-regimen chemotherapy. The multiple
metastatic liver lesions were found to be significantly
smaller by CT scan (Fig. 2B). However, the patient's
carbohydrate antigen (CA) 724 serum level (normal
range, 0-7.6 kU/L) had increased significantly from
2.01 to 13.97 kU/L. As the treatment progressed, the
CA724 serum level peaked at 39.96 U/mL after three
cycles of chemotherapy.

We evaluated the efficacy by CT in accordance with
the evaluation criteria of RECIST 1.1 every two cycles. After six courses of mDCF chemotherapy, a follow-up CT scan showed that the multiple metastatic
liver lesions had grown still smaller. Upon evaluation,
the effect was considered to be a partial response (PR)
(Fig. 2C). However, the patient's CA724 serum levels
(16.88 kU/L) did not decrease into the normal range.
In order to further control the disease, we administered the patient with personalized chemotherapy using anoxaliplatin + S-1 regimen (oxaliplatin 100 mg/m2
on day 1 and S-1 80 mg/m2 on days 1-14, every 4
weeks). After two courses of chemotherapy with anoxaliplatin + S-1 regimen, the patient's CA724 serum
level (4.1 kU/L) had returned to the normal range.
However, the CT examination indicated that there
was still a large number of occupying lesions in the
liver after four courses of chemotherapy with the oxaliplatin + S-1 regimen, and the maximum diameter
of these lesions was less than 1.0 cm. Because of the
patient's good PS, we subsequently administered further personalized chemotherapy in the form of singleA

B

Fig. 1 Representational image of gastroscopy. (A) The large

occupying lesion obstructed the lumen with superficial erosion
on August 01, 2016. (B) These lesions in the gastric cardia had
disappeared on August 15, 2017.
A
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C
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Fig. 2 Abdominal computed tomography scans revealing.

(A) Multiple and massive liver metastases prior to therapy; (B)
Partial remission of the metastatic liver lesions after two cycles
of Doc + Oxa+ S-1 chemotherapy; (C) Partial remission of
the metastatic liver lesions after six cycles of Doc + Oxa+ S-1
chemotherapy; (D) Liver lesions all disappeared following 5
cycles of S-1 chemotherapy. Doc, docetaxel; Oxa, oxaliplatin.
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drug S-1 chemotherapy for six cycles (S-1 80 mg/m2
control group, who received chemotherapy alone, only
on days 1-5, 8-12, 15-19, every 4 weeks). A sixth
had a median OS of 11.1 months. Because the ToGA
evaluation took place after five cycles of S-1 chemoresults are published, the program of trastuzumab
therapy on August 15, 2017. Using a CT scan, the
combined with chemotherapy was recommended as
metastatic liver lesions were found to have responded
a first-line treatment for patients with advanced uncompletely (Fig. 2D). Endoscopic examination perresectable gastric cancer positive for HER-2. Then a
formed at roughly the same time showed that all lerecent study came to similar conclusions[8]. However,
sions in the gastric cardia had completely disappeared
few patients achieved a CR when the two treatments
(Fig. 1B).
were combined.
At no point during treatment was there any visThe present case reports a CR, whose diagnosis was
ible abnormality in tumor markers, such as the alphaextensively supported by gastroscopy and CT imagfetal protein, iron protein, CA125, or CA199, or any
ing, which occurred in a patient with advanced gastric
change in the level of CA724 expression (as shown in
cancer accompanied by liver metastasis treated with
Fig. 3). The patient's PS remained between 0 and 1.
trastuzumab and sixteen cycles of chemotherapy.
There was no significant gastrointestinal reaction, such
Early use of trastuzumab and individualized chemoas anorexia, nausea, or vomiting. The most serious
therapy results in a lack of clinical benefits to patients.
hematology toxicity was that the leukocytes achieved
HER-2 was found to have been overexpressed in
degree Ⅲ bone marrow suppression, which improved
various carcinomas, but it has been widely studied
quickly after granulocyte- stimulating factor
in breast and gastric carcinomas[13-15]. HER-2, as an
(GSF) treatment. The lowest level of platelets was
oncogene product, is an important predictive factor,
degree Ⅱ bone marrow suppression, which improved
mainly because it promotes the growth of tumor cells
slowly without any special treatment. As of this writing,
and metastasis of the whole body[16]. Other molecules
the patient has experienced no disease progression for
such as epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR),
more than 4 months and maintains a relatively active
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), c-Met
lifestyle.
and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) have also been
investigated for their significant roles in promoting the
growth of gastric cancer and as potential targets for
45
treatment[17, 18]. For this reason, early use of a targeted
40
Doc+Oxa+S-1
35
drug is particularly helpful for the prognosis of ad30
vanced gastric cancer.
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Oxa+S-1
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There have been no previous reports covering the
15
S-1
transition
of the therapeutic model from three chemo10
5
therapeutic drugs to two drugs and then one drug in a
0
patient with advanced gastric cancer. The efficacy of
treatment in this patient was still PR after six cycles of
three-drug combination chemotherapy and four cycles
Fig. 3 Analysis of CA724 serum levels. Marker serum level
of two-drug combination chemotherapy. Gastroscopy
gradually increased before three cycles of Doc + Oxa+ S-1
and CT scans indicated that the disease reached CR in
chemotherapy. The CA724 serum level then decreased, but it
the fifth course of treatment of single drug S-1 chemdid not return to normal until the second round of Oxa+ S-1
otherapy. To further control the disease, we continued
chemotherapy. It then remained within the normal range for
to maintain the S-1 regimen chemotherapy for one
almost nine months. CA724, carbohydrate antigen 724; Doc,
full course. For this reason, we believe that it is very
docetaxel; Oxa, oxaliplatin.
important for patients with advanced gastric cancer to
have a full dose and course of chemotherapy, even if
DISCUSSION
CR is not reached after six cycles of first-line chemoDespite recent advances in genetic diagnosis and
therapy.
new therapeutic strategies, patients with advanced
In this patient, the CA724 serum level was normal
unresectable gastric cancer still have a poor survival
before chemotherapy, and its expression gradually
rate[4]. The ToGA study indicated that patients with
increased as the mDCF chemotherapy regimen conadvanced gastric cancer for HER-2 positive exprestinued. When the third round of mDCF chemotherapy
sion had a median OS of 13.8 months when treated
was completed, the CA724 serum level reached its
with trastuzumab in conjunction with cisplatin plus
peak value, but CT evaluation showed the curafluorouracil or capecitabine. However, patients in the
tive effect to be PR. Subsequently, the serum levels
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of CA724 gradually returned its normal range. The
likely cause of this phenomenon is that the patient had
a massive tumor load in the stomach and liver before
chemotherapy, and CA724 was released from a large
number of necrotic tumor cells after chemotherapy.
For this reason, the clinical practice further proves
that it is not possible to judge the efficacy of chemotherapy based on the tumor markers, so it is necessary
to evaluate the efficacy of the tumor chemotherapy
by CT according to the RECIST 1.1 standard criteria
version.
The patient had a good PS both before and after
chemotherapy, which was the basis for the continued
use of individualized chemotherapy. For this reason,
it is worth learning the targeted therapy model combined with individualized chemotherapy for otherwise
healthy patients, so that more HER-2 positive patients
with advanced gastric cancer can benefit more from
first-line treatment.
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